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Legender is the ultimate executive chair. 
A combination of functionality, class and elegance, 
drawing upon our expertise in ergonomics and 
our long tradition of creating beautiful furniture. 

Soft and supple leather and world class design, 
for the world's leading executives. 

The Artistry of Executive Seating. 

The fully upholstered leather executive 
chair is a timeless classic. 
Legender is a modern take on the concept-
complete with detailing options including 
design stitching and gradient perforation. 
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Upholstery

Dimensions

Line-up

PC18  White PD98  Camel PD97  Dark Brown PF72  Black 

LeatherBackrest Options

FS10  Gray Brown FHP4  Dark Gray FHP2  Black FHP1  Dark Blue

Fabric

Design Options 

Plain Decorative Stitch Decorative Stitch & Perforation 
Demure leather texture !ts any ambiance Decorative stitching on the seat and 

back bring out the rich tactile quality of 
leather. 

Gradient perforation adds high-quality 
nuance to the leather. 

Functions

Smart Operation Mechanism 
Designed to !t your body, and your style. Features 
include Smart Operation with height adjustment and 
reclining lock at your !ngertips, responsive seat slide and 
tension controls. 

Seat Height and Depth Adjustment 

Adjust the chair height, within a range of 17 3/8"(441mm) to 21 3/4"(55lmm), 
using the lever in the right armrest. Adjustment of the seat's depth, within
a range of 2"(50mm), is available using the levers beneath the seat. 

Reclining Tension 
Adjustment 
Choose from four tension adjustment 
pre-sets for intuitive adjustment - all 
from a dial under the seat. 

Ankle-Tilt Reclining 
An ankle-tilt mechanism enables anyone to !nd their 
most comfortable reclining position. Using the ankle as a 
pivot point, this mechanism moves in sync with the seat, 
for greater support - stimulating variation in posture and 
relaxation, with uninterrupted comfort. 

Multiple Density Cushion 
Okamura's unique Multiple Density Cushion utilizes three 
types of urethane foam, of varying !rmness layered 
together, to promote healthy sitting. "e cushion provides 
softer support at the front of the seat, reducing pressure on 
the thighs for improved circulation; denser cushioning at 
the back !rmly supports the hips for stability and 
improved posture. 

Sustainability

Extra High back High back

Extra High back High back
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